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ABSTRACT 

Cloud computing has become one of the most demanding 

services over the internet. It has gained remarkable fame for 

past few years.But it is under the severe threats of internet 

security. One of the severe threats is Distributed Denial of 

Service (DDoS). DDoS occurs when a huge amount of 

packets are sent to a server from various computers. Botnet is 

one of the major causes that launch DDoS attack. Botnet is 

actually a network of bots or zombie computers that are under 

the control of attacker. Several techniques are available in the 

literature that provides solution to avoid DDoS attack.A 

survey on DDoS detection and prevention techniques and 

their comparative analysishave been done in this paper. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Cloud computing is a model to deliver on demand computing 

resources with the minimal effort and management [1, 2]. It is 

the sharing the computer resources over the internet. These 

shared resources can be in the form of software, development 

interface, virtual hardware or storage. The essential 

components of a cloud computing are Software as a Service 

(SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Infrastructure as a 

Service (IaaS). These resources are dynamic and can be 

configured according to the needs. 

As cloud computing provide large amount of resources online, 

so it is facing with several security problems like secrecy, 

authenticity, confidentiality and DDoS attack. The most major 

threat to Cloud security is Distributed Denial of Service 

Attack (DDoS) [22]. DoS attack greatly affectthe services of 

simple network and there are different techniques for its 

detection and prevention, this attack also affect the new 

emerging cloud computing technology, so to improve 

resource availability of resources in cloud computing 

environment, it is essential to provide a mechanism to prevent 

DDoS attacks [24]. 

 

Fig1: DDoS Attack 

Distributed denial of service (DDoS) occurs to a server when 

attacker sends a huge amount of fake packets from a number 

of zombie computers which are already under the control of 

attacker. DDoS have become a serious problem and the 

attackers are also using sophisticated ways to target the 

victims. A number of defense mechanisms are proposed to 

avoid DDoS attacks [12, 13]. 

The DDoS attacks can be launched from multiple 

environments, likefromsome specific service,virtual machine, 

some node, some cluster or in the whole cloud environment.In 

this article we present different DDoS attack detection and 

prevention techniques at different levels [26]. 

The rest of the article is organized in the following way: the 

background is discussed in section II, all the literature survey 

on DDoS attacks detection and prevention techniques is 

discussed in Section III, the comparative analysis between the 

techniques are discussed in section IV, Section V mentions 

about Conclusion of this paper and Section V describes 

further enhancement and Future Scope. 
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2. BACKGROUND 
Internet security is the major concern in Cloud computing. 

These are several threats to Cloud computing such as worms, 

spams, phishing attacks etc. Recently, a new severe threat has 

come to light know as Botnet. Botnets are the main cause of 

malicious activity in the Cloud computing. Attacker sends 

malicious content to the computer over the internet. Once 

those computers become victim of Botnet, they act like a bot 

for the attacker [23]. These bots form network that being 

controlled by the attacker. Several malicious activities can be 

formed using Botnet like leakage of sensitive information etc. 

but one of the severe attacks is DDoS [21]. 

In DDoS attack, when a huge number of queries come to the 

server, the server increases its computational power and starts 

to entertain every request. The server system has the limited 

capacity to entertain the number of user request at a time. So, 

when a huge a number of fake request or queries come to the 

server, the server gets busy and the actual user request cannot 

be entertained in that period. Hence the denial of service 

occurred [25].Usually, the cloud network is a distributed 

system, therefore, distributed denial of service happens more 

often [20]. 

In order to prevent from DDoS attack in cloud computing 

environment, different techniques for DDoS detection and 

prevention has been discussed in this paper, the terminologies 

used in them are discussed below. 

i. Hop Count Computation: The hop-count is not 

available in the IP header. It is computed using 

Time-to-Live (TTL) information. TTL is an 8-bit 

field in the IP header for the purpose of maximizing 

the life of data packet over the internet. The router 

updates this field and forwards this packet to the 

next hop [6, 14]. 

ii. IP2HC Table: The IP2HC table is very useful to 

confirm the hop count. IP2HC table contains the 

information about the source IP and hop count of 

that IP for a received packet [15]. 

iii. Confidence Based Filteringmethod: CBF is based 

on the correlation patterns. The correlation patterns 

are evaluated from a sampled data depending upon 

some characteristics.A database is established on 

the server to store the outcomes. This storing feature 

helps to detect a certain pattern but it also reduces 

the processing speed.  

iv. Confidence is measure of repetition of certain 

pattern in a packet flow. It can be calculated as:[7] 

Confidence for single attribute[16]: 

𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑓 𝐴𝑖 = 𝑎𝑖,𝑗  𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒  𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑒
=

𝑁(𝐴𝑖 = 𝑎𝑖 ,𝑗 )

𝑁𝑛
 

 Confidence for pair attribute[16]: 

𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑓 𝐴𝑖1 = 𝑎𝑖1,𝑗1 , 𝐴𝑖2 = 𝑎𝑖2,𝑗2 𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟  𝑜𝑓  𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑠

=
𝑁(𝐴𝑖1 = 𝑎𝑖1,𝑗1 , 𝐴𝑖2 = 𝑎𝑖2,𝑗2)

𝑁𝑛
 

v. Dempster Shafter Theory (DST):Dempster 

combination rule is modified to fuse the results of 

different independent sources using AND operation. 

 

vi. Intrusion Detection System:An IDS is a device 

or software application that monitors network or 

system activities for malicious activities or policy 

violations and produces reports to a management 

station. 

3. LITERATURE REVIEW 
In this section differentDDOS attack detection and prevention 

techniques for cloud computing environment proposed by 

different authors has been collected and discussed. 

3.1 Packet Monitoring TTL Approach 
In the proposed algorithm, hop count filtering (HCF) 

technique is used to detect the DoS attack in a cloud network. 

It is deployed at cloud environment. In this algorithm, the data 

packets are monitored continuously over the cloud network 

and three parameters are extracted from that packets, a) SYN 

flag, b) TTL and c) Source IP [17]. There are four possible 

scenarios for each packet evaluation: 

i. If a data packet is received and there is information 

of IP2HC table. Extract the parameters such as SYN 

flag, source IP and TTL. If the source IP is already 

available in the table and SYN flag isHIGH then 

calculate hop-count using TTL information. If the 

calculated hop-count matches with stored value of 

hop-count in IP2HC table then do nothing. 

Otherwise, update the stored hop-count field in 

IP2HC table with this new hop-count for that source 

IP. [4] 

ii. If the SYN flag is HIGH but the source IP does not 

exist in IP2HC table then calculate the hop-count, 

add a new entry for this new IP and store the 

calculated hop-count for the corresponding IP in 

IP2HC table. 

iii. If the SYN flag is LOW and source IP exist in the 

IP2HC table, then calculate the hop-count. If the 

calculated hop-count matches with the existing hop-

count of IP2HC table for the corresponding IP then 

this packet is real otherwise this packet is spoofed. 

iv. If the SYN flag is LOW and the source IP 

information is also not present in IP2HC table then 

it is sure that this received packet is spoofed 

because every genuine packet always contains valid 

IP information of the source in IP2HC table. 

This algorithm only needs information of SYN, source IP and 

TTL. Using TTL value, hop-count is calculated which is then 

compare with the stored of value of hop-count of IP2HC 

table. Using only these three parameters, the authenticity of a 

received data packet is analyzed. Hence on detection of 

spoofed data packets, the server simply ignores that packet 

and be ready to serve a genuine user [5]. Its drawback is that 

the algorithm requires continuous monitoring of packets 

travelling over the network in the Cloud. 

3.2 Entropy based Anomaly Detection 
Entropy or Shannon-Wiener index theory is an important 

theory to analyze the random data. It is used to determine the 

uncertainty or randomness associated with data. Entropy is 

measure of randomness. More randomness in the data means 

more entropy. If the data belongs to one class, the entropy will 

be lesser and if the data belongs to many classes, the entropy 

will be larger. So, the headers of sampled data are analyzed 

for IP and Port and their entropy is computed [6] [18]. 
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The entropy will be minimum if the data is coming from one 

IP or Port. IP or Port both can be used to compute the entropy. 

If only IPs are used for computation of entropy then the 

maximum value of entropy will for IPV4. If the Ports are also 

used then the maximum value of entropy will be very large. 

The change in entropy will show that the traffic is coming 

from different sources. A threshold can be defined to detect 

the DDoS attack. If the entropy increases beyond that 

threshold, the system should generate an alarm of DDoS 

attack. 

For multilevel DDoS detection, the process can be divided 

into two steps: 

i. First time, the user is allowed to pass through the 

router and Detection algorithm verifies the user that 

it is genuine. 

ii. Second time, the try to pass through the router, the 

entropy is computed depending upon the data 

packet size and user’s authenticity. If the computed 

does not meet the standard range, it is considered as 

intruder and a message it sent to the Cloud Service 

Provider. 

iii. The entropy of each data packet is calculated and 

compared with the threshold value. On detection of 

any anomaly, a message is sent to the Cloud Service 

Provider (CSP) for necessary action. 

3.3 CBF Packet Filtering Method 
In the proposed method, a modified CBF (Confidence Based 

Filtering) method is introduced to reduce the storage needs 

and to increase the processing speed on the server side. It is 

deployed at cloud data base. This technique is also based on 

correlation patterns. Since the confidence value is stored in 

the optional fields of IPV4 header, therefore, a 32bit word is 

added in IPV4 header. 

The amount of trust that can be assigned to a correlation 

pattern between an attribute pair, is well described in [8]. 

For enhanced CB, the legitimate packet is the one which has 

the confidence value (CV) above the threshold value. If the 

packet does not attain a CV above the threshold, it is 

discarded. In this algorithm the nominal confidence values 

that is stored in the profile, is used as threshold value and the 

confidence of each incoming packet is calculated and 

compared with the threshold confidence value. If the 

incoming packet has greater confidence value than the 

threshold value then it is accepted. Otherwise it is discarded. 

3.4 Intrusion Detection System using 

Dempster Shafter Theory 
The proposed technique includes Cloud Fusion Unit (CFU) 

which collects the alerts from different IDS (Intrusion 

Detection System) sensor VMs (Virtual Machines). The alerts 

will be stored into the Mysql database of Cloud Fusion Unit. 

This Cloud Fusion Unit will analyze the results using the 

Dempster-Shafer theory (DST) of evidence in 3-valued logic 

and it will apply the Fault-Tree Analysis for each IDS sensor 

VMs. The results of the sensors are fused using Dempster’s 

combination rule. This technique is deployed at node [9] [19]. 

For detection and analysis of Distributed Denial of Service 

(DDoS) attacks in cloud computing, a virtual cloud is setup 

with frontend and three nodes. The detection is carried out 

using pre-configured Intrusion Detection Systems (IDSs) 

installed in virtual machines (VMs). The assessment phase is 

carried out in the frontend using Cloud Fusion Unit (CFU). 

Snorts are installed and configured into each VM to realize 

IDS[10] [11]. 

 

Fig2: DDoS Attack 

The detection is carried out using pre-configured Intrusion 

Detection Systems (IDSs) installed in virtual machines 

(VMs).The alerts are then analyzed using Dempster-Shafer 

theory of evidence in 3-valued logic and converted into Basic 

Probabilities Assignments (bpas). 

After obtaining the probabilities for each attack packet, the 

probability for each VM-based IDS is calculated using the 

fault-tree. This DST with fault tree analysis helps to calculate 

the authenticity of the attack for each VM. Finally for 

assessment, Dempster’s combination rule is used to maximize 

the true DDoS attack alerts. 

4. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF 

TECHNIQUES 
In comparative analysis we have compared techniques that are 

discussed earlier. We found that each technique some pro and 

cons. Some techniques are deployed on node, some on VM 

and some on cloud database. 

Table 1.Comparative Analysis of DDoS Attack Detection 

& Prevention Techniques 

Technique Deployed Pros Cons Remarks 

Packet 

monitoring 

TTL 

Cloud 

Node 

Detect 

DDoS 

attack in 

cloud 

Monitoring 

of packets 

continuously 

slow down 

the 

performance 

Whole 

traffic 

should not 

be allowed 

directly to 

node. 

Entropy 

Based 

Anomaly 

Detection 

Cloud 

Gateway 

Detect 

DDoS 

attack at 

cloud 

gateway 

Entropy 

calculation 

of each 

packet is 

overhead 

 ……. 
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CBF Packet 

Filtering 

Method 

Cloud 

Database 

Detect 

DDoS 

attack on 

Cloud 

Database 

Reduce 

processing 

speed 

.…… 

Intrusion 

Detection 

System 

Using 

Dempster 

Shafter 

Theory 

Virtual 

Machine 

Detect 

DDoS 

attack on 

Cloud 

VM 

Generate 

large no of 

alert which 

slow down 

the 

performance 

Exception 

generated 

should be 

updated on 

Node or 

Cluster. 

5. CONCLUSION 
In this paper a survey of different techniques for detecting and 

preventing DDOS attack in cloud computing system, and the 

comparative analysis among them has been discussed. Cloud 

Computing is gaining popularity, but with the widespread 

usage of cloud, the issue of cloud security is also surfacing. 

One of the major threats to Cloud security is Distributed 

Denial of Service Attack (DDoS) or simply Denial of service 

attack (DoS). To improve availability of resources, it is 

essential to provide a mechanism to prevent DDoS attacks. 

6. FUTURE WORK 
In “Intrusion Detection System Using Dempster Shafter 

Theory” exception are generated at VM which slow down 

performance. There is possibility if we develop such 

mechanism in which exception generated by VM are updated 

at Node/Cluster so that next time such exception should be 

entertained at cloud node or cluster level. 
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